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Abstract— During data sharing, the protection of private data or sensitive information becomes critical. Privacy
Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) is a research area that deals with the issue of violation of privacy during data
mining. The main objective is to develop an algorithm to modify the original data such that the privacy is preserved
even after the mining process. In this paper, we propose an algorithm that uses a heuristic approach to hide sensitive
information or data to obtain a distorted database with minimum side effects such that private data remains private in
a centralized database environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining and knowledge discovery in databases are two research areas that investigate the automatic extraction of
previously unknown patterns in large volumes of data. However, these technologies can be a threat to data privacy.
Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) is a novel research direction in Data mining and statistical databases, where
data mining algorithms are analyzed for the side effects they incur in data privacy.
The main objective in PPDM is to develop algorithms for modifying the original data in some ways, so that there is no
infringement of privacy constraint even after the mining process. However, the modifications will generate side effects.
Association rule data mining involves picking out the unknown inter-dependence of the data (or relationships) and
finding out the rules between those items. The relationships can be represented in the form of frequent item sets or
association rules. The rules can be characterized as sensitive or non sensitive depending upon the risk involved in their
disclosure (based on some given threshold).
In this study, we suggest a heuristic approach to hide sensitive association rules that are specified by the users to incur
minimum side effects (i.e., non sensitive rules falsely hidden and some spurious rules falsely generated). Firstly , the
victim item is selected that needs to be hidden and then we find the appropriate supporting transactions in which the
modifications are to be made such that we can obtain a sanitized database which when subjected to mining does not
reveal the sensitive information.
Certain experiments are also conducted on synthetic dataset for both existing and proposed algorithm to check the
algorithm for its effectiveness with reference to time and bulk of data.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Let the input be Database D and we have a set of user defined sensitive items SEN freq , we use apriori algorithm to
generate frequent item set and store them in Dfreq with their support values. Non sensitive frequent item sets can be
calculated and stored in NSEN freq.
 To identify the transaction required to update so as to incur minimum side effects, we need to calculate the
weight of the transaction W(Ti). The transaction with minimum weight is chosen first W(Ti) = no. of dependent
transactions with victim item - no. of infrequent item sets associated with victim item.
 MinTrans is the number of transactions required to support an item set to be frequent.
 MinT is the set consisting of suitible number of transactions , which are to be modified to hide sensitive item
set.
The split pattern technique is used if any item set in SENfreq has a length of more than two, so the pairs that are to be
hidden for the purpose of sanitisation are identified using this technique. Thus , SENPAIRfreq is a vector consisting of
all two pair sensitive items.
Now for every item set in SENPAIRfreq the following few steps are performed depending upon overlapping or nonoverlapping patterns.
A. For Overlapping Patterns
Step 1 : Let (I,J)(J,K) be the sensitive item sets .
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Selected item = J
(overlapping item)
Step 2 : Find supporting transactions .
T(I,J,K) = T(I,J) AND T(J,K)
Step 3: C1 = Support (I,J) - MinTrans + 1
C2 = Support (J,K) - MinTrans + 1
Step 4 : if C1 > C2
then Selected item values are replaced with 0 in C2 number of transactions from MinT
else
Selected item values are replaced with 0 in C1 number of transactions in MinT
Step 5 : if |C1 - C2 | != 0
then if Dependency of I in NSENfreq > Dependency of K in NSENfreq
then K values are replaced with 0 in |C1 - C2| number of transactions from MinT
else
J values are replaced with 0 in |C1 - C2| number of transactions from MinT
step 6 : Remove (I,J)(J,K) from SENPAIRfreq .
B. For Non-Overlapping Patterns
Step 1 : Let (I,J) be the sensitive item set.
if Dependency of I in NSENfreq > Dependency of J in NSENfreq
then Selected item = J
else
Selected item = I
Step 2 : Find supporting transactions T(I,J).
Step 3 : C = Support(I,J) - MinTrans + 1
Step 4 : Selected item values are replaced with 0 in C number of transactions from MinT
Step 5 : Remove (I,J) from SENPAIRfreq.
These steps for overlapping and non overlapping patterns are to be repeated until no more pairs in SENPAIRfreq are
left to hide.Thus , we obtain a Sanitised database D' where sensitive frequent item sets are hidden.













III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The main aim of the proposed methodology is to find a distorted database efficiently in the situations
such as when overlapping patterns exist in the sensitive items sets, when non – overlapping patterns exist in the
sensitive item sets.
Generally a sensitive item set may consists of single item or it may consists more than one item.
In heuristic approach, the efficiency of the algorithm to hide the sensitive item sets can be measured in
terms of number of modifications which are required to hide the sensitive item sets with minimum side effects.
When sensitive item consists of more than one item, the selection of most promising item (victim item)
whose value can be considered for distortion is a crucial decision to hide the sensitive item sets. The suggested
approach in the proposed algorithm helps to find the victim item efficiently instead of random selection.
Another important aspect is heuristic approach in the selection of supporting transaction by victim
item for modification purpose. The weight concept specified above helps to find the suitable
supporting transactions which are to be considered for modification purpose in order to hide sensitive item sets
in the process of minimizing side effects.
In the process of minimizing the number of modification to hide the sensitive item sets, in case of
overlapping patterns which are exist in the sensitive item set, the suggested procedure efficiently finds the
common victim item. This procedure helps to hide the overlapping pattern hidden at one step with minimum of
modification over the victim item.
For each modification over the victim item, the related overlapping patterns support will be decreased
simultaneously and with this, the overall execution time to hide overlapping patterns with minimum number
of changes is minimized by reducing the number of modifications.

The experimentations are conducted on synthetic dataset which consists of boolean transactions with 6 attributes. For
evaluation purpose, the algorithm specified is considered. Experiments are conducted for both existing and proposed
algorithm on synthetic dataset. The distinction of execution time for both existing and proposed methodology for various
size databases are revealed in the following graph.
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Fig 1: The performance of the proposed algorithm in case of non-overlapping patterns

Fig 2: The performance of proposed algorithm in case of overlapping patterns.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an algorithm that hides the sensitive association rules with limited side effects. Thus obtaining a
database which when subjected to data mining process preserves the privacy of data. It is also noted that the proposed
algorithms effectiveness increases with the increase in the volumes of data in comparison with the existing approaches.
In addition, we have used split pattern technique to help accelerate the hiding process and to avoid the difficulty of
forward inference attack by splitting all the sensitive item sets with length greater than two into pairs of sub pattern.
From these pairs only significant pair sub patterns are hidden. To avoid forward inference attack problem, at least one
such sub pattern with the length of two of the patterns should be hidden.
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